5 April 2019
Dear Year 10 parents
Re: Science Mock Examinations
Google Classroom Code: sefxfp
As you are already aware pupils will be having science mock examinations in May and in
preparation for these I have created a Google classroom for the whole of year 10 and
the code has been provided so pupils can join. I have uploaded lots of past paper exam
questions including revision sheets and notes to help pupils revise over the Easter break.
They have plenty of work to do to prepare and will be told by their classroom teachers
too.
The combined examination will commence on Wednesday 8th May and will be for 1hr 45
minutes. Pupils will be tested on Biology, Chemistry and Physics within this paper. Pupils
will be tested on the following modules:
Chemistry section C4, The properties of Materials topic, C3. Electrolysis/bonding in
metals, C1 Development of the earth’s atmosphere, C2 Reactivity series of metals,
covalent, ionic bonding. Biology section B1 - cell structure, B4 - using food and
controlling growth to include cell division, respiration types, B2 - Keeping healthy.
Physics section P3 - Electric Circuits, P2 - sustainable energy (advantages and
disadvantages of the 7 energy resources), P4 - motion and forces (you will need to learn
your equations and how to label free body diagrams)
For the triple pupils, they will have 3 papers each from Chemistry, Biology and Physics
and will be tested on the following modules below. They will be having a breadth paper
for each subject which will be for 1hr and 45 minutes long. I have placed triple revision
notes on these topics onto the Google classroom and also example practice papers with
mark schemes to help them know what to expect. They can be making a start on these
over the Easter break, ready to show to their classroom teacher on the first day back.
Chemistry - C1,2,3,4,5,6 [Wednesday 8th May] Biology - B1,2,3,4,5,6 [Friday 3rd May]
Physics - P1,2,3,4,5,6 [Thursday 9th May]
Thank you for all of your support.
Regards,

Mrs Evans
Head of Science
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